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April's Samplers of the Month

Two absolutely charming samplers that we saw at Nashville, one a reproduction and one a new design, have captured this month's SOM
spotlight ~ and my fancy. I want to stitch day and night! Sleep seems like such a waste of time when there is so much needlework that
waits.

"ES's Floral Sampler ca. 1840" from Ellen Chester/With My Needle:

The cover model is reproduced on 36c Light Sand Edinburgh (a fabric that had been discontinued by Zweigart but apparently is now
back in production) with NPI silks. I love the colors, its graceful border, the gorgeous central floral motif, the fact that it's not
symmetrical, and the fact that it's SMALL! On 36c the design size is 6.3w x 9.1h; on 40c, it's 5.7w x 8.2h, and on 45c, my chosen
fabric, it will be 5w x 7.3h. I had some lovely standard 45c Chantilly Creme from Lakeside Linens that I wanted to use, but I prefer
vintage linens, especially for samplers, and most especially for reproductions, so I "vintaged" it with a product that we have had in the
shop for a few years called Distress It! I'm pleased with the bit of aging that it added to the linen. No surprise, I'm sure, but I'm
stitching it with Belle Soie.
During April you may purchase the chart ($12) + your choice of fabric and/or your choice of silks at a 15% discount.

There are a number of vintage Lakeside linens that it would look absolutely beautiful on. Above are photos of the NPI colors, from left
to right, on 40c Vintage Strawflower with 40c Vintage Chantilly Creme on top ~ and on 40c Vintage Lt. Examplar with 40c Vintage
Examplar on top. However, I must confess that I did not capture the beautiful linen colors very well, and that is frustrating. They are
so lovely in person.

If you're intrigued by the thought of trying 45c hand-dyed linen, above on the left are the colors we currently have in stock, all vintage:
Examplar, Lt. Examplar, Strawflower, Chantilly Creme, Mourning Dove, Misty Rain, Maritime White, Lentil, and Sand Dune. If you're
familiar with these colors in vintage 40, 36, and 32 count, in 45c all of the colors are a bit deeper, darker, richer. And in the photograph
on the right, I was trying to show you the 48-counts, but the one in the middle is 45c V. Pear. To its left is V. Green Slate and on the
right. V. Lt. Examplar.

"Harmony," a limited-edition design from Just*Nan:

As Nan says, this is a harmonious combination of seasonal color and texture. Nan's model is stitched on32c natural Belfast with Thread
Gatherer silks and, for the season divisional titles, she used #8 Pearl Cotton. She has kitted her limited-edition design with 4 colors of
the Thread Gatherer silks, 4 antique gold charms, and 4 colors of beads in the seasonal shades. I'm stitching my model on Lakeside 's
40c Vintage Wood Smoke with 4 seasonal shades of Belle Soie similar in value to those in the kit, using the same for the seasonal
divisions.

During April you may purchase the limited edition kit as packaged by Just*Nan ($50) as well as the natural
Belfast (32c), Edinburgh (36c), or New Castle (40c) for $12 at a 15% discount OR you may purchase the
kit packaged with Belle Soie + Vintage Wood Smoke in your preferred count for $65 less the 15% discount,
$55.25.

April's Attic Addict Discounts

As a member of our Attic Addicts Club, you may also save 15% on the following items during April:

With My Needle Designs
Just Nan Designs
Thread Gatherer Limited Edition Silk Threadpacks ~ regularly priced at $42 (while supplies last) **See below**
Lakeside Linens Special Cuts
Please Note: These discounts are limited to in-stock merchandise.

Limited Edition Threadpacks from The Thread Gatherer:

From left to right:

"Bird Parts" (includes a chart, "Just Flocking Together," that features a funky feathered friend and
words and quotes about birds)
"Bird Parts" includes a 4mm silk ribbon
"Old World Collection" also includes a silk ribbon, this one 7 mm

April at The Attic

Here are some of the things we hope that you will join us for during April:

Beginning Linen
Instructor: Linda
One 2-Hr. Class
Tomorrow, Saturday, 10:30-12:30 Fee: $30 (includes all materials)
It's the first Saturday of the month and that means there's another opportunity for you to perfect your needlework skills in this class
with Linda. The title, "Beginning Linen," is really a misnomer because this class is really so much more than that. The beautiful geranium
bookmark is the class project , with the classic book "Linen Stitches" as the text. You will learn basic techniques and a wonderful edge
finishing stitch, the nun's stitch, as well as stitching with overdyed threads and many tips and techniques from Linda's vast needlework
experience.

Christy's Ornament Club
Instructor: Christy
2.5 hour classes
Tomorrow, Saturday, April 4 - Blackbird's Stocking Ornaments, 2:00-4:30 p.m. Fee: $30.00 per class
Postponed from last Saturday because of several students' schedule conflicts, here's your chance to learn to finish the adorable
Blackbird stockings that have captured many of us! Christy will cover two different finishing options for these charming ornaments. Her
model above is from the 2008 Just CrossStitch Christmas ornament magazine; several of us are finishing one from their new monthly
stocking series. Bring your own backing or lining fabric. Some finishing materials are included in the class fee.
April's Sunday Sampler
Sunday, April 19, 1 - 4 pm
Fee: $10
Hmm, I was confused and told some of you that this month's Sampler Sunday would have to be rescheduled because of Easter, but I see
that it isn't a conflict at all. So it will be, as usual, on April's third Sunday afternoon. Please join us if you can for sampler stitching
with a lovely group of needleworkers who always bring beautiful things to show, to share, and to inspire. Please call to register.

Christy's Slipper Club
Instructor: Christy
3-hour classes
First One reset to Saturday, May 23, 1:30 - 4:30
Fee: $35.00 per class
Above is Christy's beautifully finished slipper scissors keep. We have reset this class meeting to allow several of you to complete your
slipper stitching. This is one of four designs from Thistle Threads ~ you may stitch it on 32 or 36c to use the lovely finishing kits with
die-cut templates from the designer ($15). Please go to our Web site www.atticneedlework.com/ to view your choices for this first class
in Christy's Slipper Club. The slipper charts have been so popular that we've had to reorder, so if you haven't chosen one, please tell us
which one you'd like to stitch for your class project when registering.

Judy O'dell's Ultimate Needlebook (finishing class) . . . has been postponed until
a Saturday afternoon in June to allow for pre-stitching. The specific class date will be listed in a future newsletter. The class time is
from 1 - 5 pm.

Speaking of Samplers of the Month . . .
. . . here's Debra's "MR 1811" as of several days ago.

She is obviously enjoying this one tremendously and has finished all of the bottom motifs and is now working through the patterns
across the top. We agreed that we both prefer non-symmetrical samplers, and this one has no repeated motifs anywhere. And then we
wondered what makes one project "capture" you more than another, especially to keep your attention until the end? I'm sure it's a
combination of things, both color and design.
If you're waiting to receive your "MR 1811," we were waiting for more linen and then more NPI and then more charts. It's been a very
popular Sampler of the Month, and we thank you for your patience while we restocked various elements of this fabulous project.

Here's What's New in The Attic
From The Victoria Sampler:

"Tea and Stitches" ($48 w/silk+beads accessory pack) ~ This sampler can be finished as a needlework box top, but can also be
framed or turned into a pillow top! There are also three stitching accessories as well that will fit nicely in the box: a scissors
keep, fob (shown finished square or in the round), and needle case.

The whitewashed oak box pictured above has been discontinued by the manufacturer, but there are several other wonderful choices:
on the left, a beautiful dowry box ($??) from Bob at Olde Colonial or a Sudberry presentation box in a cherry finish ($70).

"Southern Garden Sampler" ($47.50 w/silk threadpack) ~ with many stitches and surface embroidery techniques creating the
scenes from Savannah, Georgia, including the bottom scene with Southern belles sipping mint juleps under the shade of a live oak

next to the wrought-iron fencing that is found throughout the South.

"Heart's Delight" ($37 w/silk + beads accessory pack) ~ with four charming projects, including a stitcher's nametag pocket, a
bookmark, a needle biscornu, and scissor's fob

From Paulette/Plum Street Samplers, "Hare's Spring" and "Hare's Summer" ($4.50 each) are both stitched on Vintage Buttercream,
one of the luscious new colors from Lakeside Linens, and are each shown in very charming frames from The Family Tree Frame
Company.

From Linda/Chessie & Me, "Under the Blossom" ($8), a very adorable Chessie scissors fob ~ "Summer Alphabet Sampler" ($8) . . .

. . . "Flower & Bird Sewing Roll" ($9) ~ and "Three Sheep Sampler" ($9) ~ we love all of Linda's designs, and were happy to have many of
her sampler designs in stock to show the Colorado ladies last week.

From The Gathering Place, in her Good Words Series, "Imagine" ($7.50) . . .
And from Cynthia/Little By Little, "Princess and the Pea" ($10) ~ I regret that I didn't photograph this at Nashville. You can't imagine
how cute this needleroll is, with its "Princess" scissors fob and the Pea Pod (see it below the footboard) that can be finished three
different ways: completely stitched on the design; stitched on the design and the pod embellished with pea-like beads; or the pod can
be stitched separately and tucked in the lower pocket., attached to the inside of the pocket by a "string" so it won't get lost.

Also from Little by Little, "Brick House Sampler" ($8) and "4 & 20 Blackbirds" ($8).

From Lizzie Kate , the last half of the "Boo!" double-flipit series ($8 each) ~ "It's A Boy Thing!" ($8) . . .

. . . and the second in her Giggle Boxer Series ($16 w/ 27c fabric + buttons). I LOVE these, each one of them! And we all certainly need
to have something that makes us giggle these days! The first in the series, in case you missed it, was "Did you ever stop to think . . ."
The last two will be released later this year.

I hesitate to even show you these this week because our first shipment is almost gone ~ they were selling before we even had the price
tags on them. Stitched on 30/32c linen, your stitched piece fits in the back of a 5 x 7 shadow box, which we have available for $12.
Until we get more kits, these are the only two designs we have left in Prairie Moon 's new Shadow Box Series (each $24).
On the left, "Skeleton Shadow Box" ~ your kit includes the pumpkin bucket, skeleton, skull, bones, and the pattern. You will need
a 5" x 7" shadow box with a depth of 1 3/4" to accommodate the bucket, some gauze for the bottom of the box, and a small nail
for hanging the skeleton.
On the right, "Cat Shadow Box" ~ your kit includes the cat bucket, 2 spiders, 3 spider webs, and the pattern. You will need the
same-size shadow box, some cotton for the bottom of the box, and a small nail for hanging the web.

Already sold out, the "Witch Shadow Box." If you want to reserve any of these very original designs, just call the shop and we'll get
them for you.

This has taken much longer today than I expected ~ time to hit "Send" ~ photos from Monday's workshop with Gloria/Milady's Needle
will have to wait for another time. Have a wonderful week!

Jean Lea
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